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The last three months of the calendar year can 
be a critical time to maximize your donors’ 
philanthropic impact.  

CONSIDER THESE STRATEGIES TO CLOSE OUT THE YEAR: 

ENCOURAGE “ABOVE THE LINE” GIVING 
In 2020, the CARES Act allowed taxpayers who take the standard deduction the 
opportunity to take a $300 “above the line” deduction on their federal income taxes for 
qualified charitable donations. This was not only extended into 2021, but it also increased 
to $600 for married couples filing jointly. If you are preparing any year-end appeals or 
Giving Tuesday campaigns, consider including language to remind donors who may not 
have reached this giving level yet for the year. 

SUGGEST IRA CHARITABLE ROLLOVER GIFTS 
The last quarter of the year is a time when donors often turn RMDs into QCDs. Don’t let 
the alphabet soup stress you out! Donors who are age 70 1/2 or older can make up to 
$100,000 a year of IRA Charitable Rollover Gifts to nonprofits. These Qualified Charitable 
Distributions must be sent directly from the Individual Retirement Account to the charity, 
and they can help donors fulfill their Required Minimum Distribution for the year. (Quick 
note: when donors reach age 72, they must take a certain distribution from their 
retirement account or pay a penalty! They pay taxes on this income, but if it's directed to 
a charity, the distribution is not taxed.) Consider outreach to donors who are age-eligible 
to make these gifts from their assets instead of their cash on hand. 
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ACCEPT GIFTS OF APPRECIATED SECURITIES 
With talk in Congress about increasing tax rates (including those on capital gains), the 
time is right for those wishing to transfer appreciated assets charitably to do so. Is your 
organization prepared to accept gifts of appreciated securities? If not, is there a 
supporting organization (such as a community foundation) you could work with to accept 
these on a pass-through basis for your organization? 

BUDGET FOR LEGACY GIVING STRATEGIES 
If your organization is on a calendar year budget, now is the time to explore what 
resources you’ll allocate next year for development success. Don’t forget your legacy 
giving program! If you don’t have a program currently, consider working with a consultant 
to build one. Have an existing program? Look into ways to refine strategies, such as 
working with a marketing vendor to develop collateral and manage electronic resources 
for your organization.  

DEVELOP A CUSTOM PLAN TO SUCCEED 
Want to develop more specialized plans on these and other year-end strategies for your 
organization? A limited amount of 1:1 coaching sessions are available between now and 
December 31. Learn more and register online. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

www.fablanthropy.com 

lisa@fablanthropy.com 

Social media: @fablanthropy 

The strategies contained are not intended to be tax or legal 
advice. Fundraising professionals should always recommend 
donors contact their professional advisors for implications 
of philanthropic giving on their personal situation.
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